'VARSITY WINS BOTH GAMES.

The basketball team made the trip to Armour Institute and Lake Forest Friday and Saturday of last week and took the scalps of both these last teams.

Armour was defeated Friday night 26 to 11 in a comparatively easy game, but the teams were held until the middle of the second half, at one time having the score 7 to 0 in their favor. A fine rally in the second half, however, won the victory for our team. The team had a fine trip and were well received at both places. Saturday afternoon a visit was made to the Union stock yards and the packing plants of Swift and Co. and Libby, McNeill and Libby, while the afternoon was spent in enjoying the "Man of the Hour" at McVicar's theatre.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.

The Horticultural club was addressed Wednesday evening by Dr. D. M. Nottingham, formerly a successful practitioner of Lansing, but now a very successful fruit grower of Grand Junction, Colo. He took as his subject, "Fruit Growing on the Slopes," speaking in particular of the Grand Valley, Colo., located 200 miles west of Denver. The valley consists of 100,000 acres, with 20,000 under irrigation. The remainder is rapidly being brought under cultivation as the fruits and vegetables grown there are of excellent quality and shape. There were no second and third qualities. The fruit grows almost entirely to the eastern markets. The past season brought from $1.70 to $2.25 per box.

The fruit goes almost entirely to eastern markets. The past season brought from $1.70 to $2.25 per box.

This gives new wood in the apple crop. The fruit goes almost entirely to eastern markets. The past season brought from $1.70 to $2.25 per box.

The apple, pear and peach are grown, together with the cherry, plum, and other small fruits. The principal varieties of apples are the Jonathan, Winesap, Rome Beauty, Gano and Arkansas Black. Among pears, the Kaiser and Bartlett are the standards.

Their methods of handling the orchards are of the very best. They get the land in perfect condition before setting out the trees. Good drainage is secured. The land is cultivated as soon after irrigation as possible so as to preserve the soil moisture. The trees are headed low and are pruned each year. The water sprouts are allowed to grow, being cut back a little so as to cause them to branch. In a few years they will come into bearing. This gives new wood in the center of the tree and permits the passer, dormant outside branches to be cut away.

They practice heating their orchards in the spring to save them from late frosts. The smudge pots which are used are of various styles, but usually one holding about a gallon is used. It requires about seventy of these per acre. Dr. Nottingham has a 500 gallon concrete cement in the center of his orchard which he keeps filled with crude petroleum. Whenever the temperature rises too low, the smudge pots are filled and lighted, thus saving several thousand dollars in the apple crop.

THE Poultry show.

The second annual poultry show has come and gone. It passes into history as one of the educational movements of the year and will be remembered as the first regular exhibition ever held in the pavilion of the New Agricultural Building. It was a success for both its exhibit and instruction, much of which is credited to the city of Lansing. The entire list of entries numbered forty-nine with about three hundred chickens, ducks and geese. The classes of white Leghorns and black Orpingtons were particularly strong with the finest quality of barred Plymouth Rocks and a few fine black Langshangs. There was also an excellent variety of Wyandottes. Visitors were constantly coming in during the entire three days, and Mr. J. W. Mullikin of Toledo, who did the awarding of prizes, was kept busy answering questions. As a judge of poultry, he is none better in the country, and both visitors and exhibitors were very well satisfied with the way he gave the firsts, seconds and thirds. There were no cash prizes offered, but the first, second and third qualities were designated by colored ribbons.

THE BIG GAME

NOTRE DAME, 7:30 THURS. EVENING

On account of Notre Dame being obliged to come here Thursday instead of Friday, there will be no preliminaries, and the big game will be called at 7:30 sharp.
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Mr. Simon Hagadorn will stay over another week and teach the boys started making.

The bulletin clerk is very anxious to have a complete file of all experiment station publications of this college for the bulletin room. The following are missing: Board reports for the years 1861, 1862, 1886, 1894 and 1899; regular bulletins, Nos. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 94, 95, 111, 140, 166 and 167; special bulletins, Nos. 1, 3, 6, 7, 12, 19, and 38.

Any person who can supply one or more of the above, will confer a great favor by notifying Secretary A. M. Brown, East Lansing, Mich., who can then make arrangements for their shipment to the college.

Every person who has been connected with the college in recent years knows how students live. But for the benefit of those we shall attempt to describe the manner in which our students are now fed.

During the short course there were nearly fifteen hundred students enrolled, but, like any other college of its kind, any student is permitted to room and board where he chooses. As a result of this, the city of East Lansing is making a growth.}
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During the short course there were nearly fifteen hundred students enrolled, but, like any other college of its kind, any student is permitted to room and board where he chooses. As a result of this, the city of East Lansing is making a growth. Which averaged $2.72 per week. The most expensive board was had at Club "B," that being $3.15. That rate was partially accounted for by the absence of the steward at the commencement of the term. All of these clubs serve meals promptly at 6:30 a.m., 12:00 m., and 6:00 p.m. Each club has one cook and several helpers. In the boys' clubs waiters are selected from among the students and receive their board as compensation. One waiter waits upon 25 to 40 persons. Opportunities for students to work for their board is seldom open to first year men, as the older ones have always spoken for a place ahead. With the girls it is all different. The girls take turns in waiting on table and receive instructions as a part of their education. These clubs consume about 14 bushels of potatoes each day, and, collectively, pay a meat bill averaging $2,000 per month. The club purchasing agent has his office and ware rooms in the basement of College and 6:00 p.m.
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CORNWILLIAMS.

The first of the one-week courses began yesterday, with an enrollment of 24 the first day. The enrollment will probably reach 50. Prof. Jeffery, who has charge of this course, has arranged an excellent program for the week. At 8:00 the Roll call—Quotations From Lincoln's Love Affairs—F. L. True; Critic's Report—F. L. True. Music—Ford Edwards.

After a simple grand march, led by the president Miss Copson and Mr. Cillev over the week end. Much pleasure was added to the program by a few of the old members. The decorations were carried out with a lavish, but discreet hand, from every worthy producing point in this country and Europe.

CORN GROWERS HERE.

The Sororian Literary Society entertained their friends last Friday evening in the new agricultural building.

After a simple grand march, led by the president Miss Copson and Mr. Biddle, the program of the evening was enjoyed with dancing.

The decorations were carried out in the Sororian red and white.

The following old members were back for the party: Mary Allen, Mac Cole, Georgia Cook entertained her friends with a delightful party. The M. A. C. orchestra.

WHEN IN NEED OF COTTON, FLAX, LINEN, or WOOL, talk to D. W. Knapp. Dry Goods—222-224 Wash. Ave. S.

CORN CRUSETORS HERE.

Foremost among the attractions of the week will be the Corn Crop judging altogether. The M. A. C. orchestra.

The following old members were back for the party: Mary Allen, Mac Cole, Georgia Cook entertained her friends with a delightful party. The M. A. C. orchestra.

WHEN IN NEED OF COTTON, FLAX, LINEN, or WOOL, talk to D. W. Knapp. Dry Goods—222-224 Wash. Ave. S.